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Electronic structure and optical properties of quantum rods with wurtzite structure

Xin-Zheng Li and Jian-Bai Xia
Chinese Center of Advanced Science and Technology (World Laboratory), P.O.Box 8730, Beijing 100080, China
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The Hamiltonian of the wurtzite quantum rods with an ellipsoidal boundary is given after a coordinate
transformation. The energies, wave functions, and transition possibilities are obtained as functions of the aspect
ratio e with the same method we used on spherical dots. With an overall consideration of both the transition
matrix element and the Boltzmann distribution we explained why the polarization factor increases with in-
creasinge and approaches a saturation value, which tallies quite well with the experimental result. Whene
increases more and moreSz states are mixed into the ground, second, and third states ofJz51/2, resulting in
an increase of the emission ofz polarization. It is just the linear terms of the momentum operator in the hole
Hamiltonian that cause the mixing ofS andP states in the hole ground state. The effects of the crystal field
splitting energy, temperature, and transverse radius to the polarization are also considered. We also calculated
the band gap variation with the size and shape of the quantum rods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compared with the quantum dots produced by molecu
beam epitaxy~MBE!, colloidal dots can be made by mor
simple procedures and with a highly monodisperse s
range.1–3 The band gap and oscillator strength can be tu
by changing the diameter of colloidal dots as can the opt
properties.4 If we do not just make spherical colloidal do
and produce ellipsoidal rods, there would more freedom w
the tuning of these properties. Linearly polarized emission
slightly elongated quantum dots~quantum rods! has been
reported with an experiment and a theoretical explanation
empirical pseudopotential calculations recently.5 This discov-
ery gives colloidal quantum dots a much more promis
future because linearly polarized emissions have a m
wider range of applications, such as biological labeling6,7

and optoelectronic devices.8 The method of artificially ar-
ranging materials this way has also been reported,5 which
makes us more confident of their future.

In this paper, we take the elongated colloidal quant
dots of CdSe with wurtzite structure as ellipsoidal cas
With a transformation of coordinates, we can get a Ham
tonian much like that of the spherical case, which has b
studied systemically before.9–11 This model is given in Sec
II. After obtaining the energies and wave functions, we fou
that the higher hole states consist of two different angu
momentum components along thez axis, the first with 1/2,
while the second with 3/2. We can get the energies and w
functions of the electron states with the same method.
cause the lowest electron state is always theS state, we can
see from the envelope function of these two kinds of h
states that only theJz51/2 states contribute to the emissio
with polarization along thez axis. We calculated the trans
tion matrix elements from the first electron state to the t
kinds of low-lying hole states and consider the Boltzma
distribution of the hole on the hole states. Then we combi
these factors, and obtained the actual transition probab
for polarization along each axis. The effects of the crys
field splitting energy, temperature, and the radius of the r
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on the polarization are considered. We also calculated
energy gap of the quantum rods with different shapes
sizes. These discussions and results are given in Sec
Finally, we draw a brief conclusion in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND CALCULATION

The hole Hamiltonian for wurtzite semiconductors su
as CdS, CdSe, and ZnS was given in Ref. 9 by the follow
way. The total Hamiltonian is the summation of the Ham
tonian with zero spin-orbital coupling~SOC! and the spin-
orbital coupling Hamiltonian. If we take the basic function
as u1,1&5(1/A2)(X1 iY), u1,0.5Z, and u1,21&5(1/A2)
3(X2 iY), the Hamiltonian of zero spin-orbital couplin
can be written as

H05
1

2m0
UP1 S T

S* P3 S

T* S* P1

U , ~1!

where

P15g1p22A2

3
g2P0

(2) ,

P35g18p212A2

3
g28P0

(2)12m0Dc ,

T5hP22
(2)1dP2

(2) , ~2!

T* 5hP2
(2)1dP22

(2) ,

S5Ap0P21
(1)1A2g38P21

(2) ,

S* 52Ap0P1
(1)2A2g38P1

(2) ,

where P(2) and P(1) are the second-order and first-ord
tensors of the momentum operator, respectively, andp0

5A2m0Dc. The effective-mass parameter for the CdSe
used is also given in Table I. The spin-orbital couplin
Hamiltonian is written as
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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TABLE I. Parameters for CdSe in the actual calculation.

mx mz g1 g2 g28 g g18 g38 A Dc ~meV! l ~meV!

0.1756 0.1728 1.7985 0.7135 0.7970 1.4492 2.166 0.3779 1.7985 252139.3
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Hso5U2l 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 A2l 0 0

0 0 l 0 2A2l 0

0 A2l 0 l 0 0

0 0 2A2l 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2l

U .

~3!

Here we take u11&↑5(1/A2)(X1 iY)↑, u10.↑5Z↑,
u121.↑ 51/A2(X2 iY)↑, u11&↓5(1/A2)(X1 iY)↓, u10&↓
5Z↓, and u121&↓5(1/A2)(X2 iY)↓ as basic functions;
X,Y, and Z are explained in Ref. 9 and the parameter
used for CdSe is given in Table I.

For our cases of quantum rods, the boundary conditio
different from that of spherical quantum dots. In order
simplify our boundary condition into that of the spheric
case, which has a better symmetrical characteristic,12 we in-
troduce a coordinate transformation that can change
boundary into the spherical one in the new coordinate s
tem. The transformation isx85x, y85y, z85z/e, wheree is
the aspect ratio of the ellipsoid, (x,y,z) is the actual coordi-
nate and (x8,y8,z8) is the transformed one. The hole Ham
tonian in the new coordinate changes as follows:

P15F ~g11g2!~112e2!

3e2
2

1

e2
g2Gp2

2A2

3F 1

e2
g22

~12e2!~g11g2!

3e2 GP0
(2) ,

P35F ~g1822g28!~112e2!

3e2
12g28

1

e2Gp2

12A2

3Fg28
1

e2
1

~12e2!~g1822g28!

6e2 GP0
(2)12m0Dc ,

S5Ap0P21
(1)1A2S g38

1

eD P21
(2) , ~4!

S* 52Ap0P1
(1)2A2S g38

1

eD P1
(2) ,

T5hP22
(2)1dP2

(2) ,

T* 5hP2
(2)1dP22

(2) .

Hso does not change forms. After assuming that the electr
and holes are in infinite deep potential wells in the new
ordinate system, we can calculate the energies and w
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functions of the quantum rods. For the state of a specifiz
component of the total angular momentumM5m11/2, the
envelope function in the new coordinate can be expresse
follows:

cm1
1
2
5(

l ,n S alnAln j l~Kn
l r !Yl ,m21

blnAln j l~Kn
l r !Yl ,m

clnAln j l~Kn
l r !Yl ,m11

dlnAln j l~Kn
l r !Yl ,m

f lnAln j l~Kn
l r !Yl ,m11

glnAln j l~Kn
l r !Yl ,m12

D . ~5!

We expand the radial part of the envelope function w
spherical Bessel functions of this form because these f
tions can express the same symmetrical characteristic o
boundary condition. Because we assume that the well i
infinitely deep one, the radial part is always zero on the ed
an

l 5Kn
l R is the zero point of thel-order spherical Besse

function. The effective-mass Hamiltonian of the electron a
changes into the new form:

He5
p2

2ma
2

1

2mb
A2

3
P0

(2) , ~6!

where

1

ma
5

1

3 S 2

mx
1

1

e2mz
D ,

1

mb
5

1

3 S 1

mx
2

1

e2mz
D . ~7!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Electronic states

The effective mass parameters for CdSe used in this p
are given in Table I.9 For the other parameters we use t
transverse radiusR52.1 nm and the temperatureT5300 K
in order to compare our theoretical results with the exp
mental results.5 We calculated the electron energy levels
functions of the aspect ratioe using the Hamiltonian~6!.
Because for CdSe,mx'mz ~see Table I!, the electronic state
are nearly isotropic ate51. Whene.1, only the compo-
nent of the angular momentum along thez direction is the
good quantum number. The second-order tensor of the
mentum operator in Hamilronian~6! P0

(2) couples thel state
with l 12,l 14, . . . states, so we expand the electron wa
function as
6-2
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cem5(
l ,n

elnAln j l~Kn
l r !Yl ,m . ~8!

Figure 1 shows the electron energy levels as function
e for the l 5even states withLz50 in units of «e0
5(1/2mx)(\/R)2. The signalsS,D,G represent the main
component in the wave function~8!. From Fig. 1 we see tha
the energies ofD andG states decrease with increasinge, but
those of theS states change a little. It is because the wa
function of theS state is independent of thez coordinate, so
it is not affected whene increases. But the wave functions
theD andG states,Y20 andY40, are dependent ofz, and their
energies decrease whene increases.

Figure 2 shows the energies of thel 5odd states as func
tions of e for Lz50 and 1. Ate51, the energies ofLz50
andLz51 states are degenarate due to the spherical sym
try. Whene.1, the degeneracy is shifted, and the energ

FIG. 1. Energies of electronic states ofLz50 composed of even
l states with respect to the bottom of the conduction band of qu
tum ellipsoids as functions of the aspect ratioe, in units of «e0

5(1/2mx)@(\/R)2#.
11531
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decrease with increasinge. The energies of theLZ50 states
are always lower than those of theLz51 states; it can also
be explained by the spherical harmonic functionsY10,Y11,
andY30,Y31, etc.

The wave function~8! consists of basic functions of dif
ferent angular momentuml ,l 12,l 14, . . . . The larger thee,
the stronger the mixing of differentl basic functions.

B. Hole states

For CdSe the spin-orbital splitting energy of the valen
band is larger compared to the confined energies of the
states (Dso50.4 eV), so we have to consider the effect
the spin-orbital coupling, and use the Hamiltonian~3!. In the
case of ellipsoids, only thez component of the total angula
momentum (J5L1S,S53/2) is the good quantum numbe
The wave functions of the holeJz51/2 and 3/2 are written as
@see Eq.~5!#

n-

FIG. 2. Energies ofLz50 and 1 composed of oddl states with
respect to the bottom of the conduction band of quantum ellipso
as a function ofe, in units of«e0. TheLz50 states are represente
by solid curves while theLz51 are represented by dot curves.
c1/25(
n S a2nu221&n1a4nu421&n

b0nu00&n1b2nu20&n1b4nu40&n

c2nu21&n1c4nu41&n

d1nu121&n1d3nu321&n1d5nu521&n

f 1nu10&n1 f 3nu30&n1 f 5nu50&n

g1nu11&n1g3nu31&n1g5nu51&n

D ↑1(
n S a0n8 u00&n1a2n8 u20&n1a4n8 u40&n

b2n8 u21&n1b4n8 u41&n

c2n8 u22&n1c4n8 u42&n

d1n8 u10&n1d3n8 u30&n1d5n8 u50&n

f 1n8 u11&n1 f 3n8 u31&n1 f 5n8 u51&n

g3n8 u32&n1g5n8 u52&n

D ↓ ~9!

and

c3/25(
n S a0nu00&n1a2nu20&n1a4nu40&n

b2nu21&n1b4nu41&n

c2nu22&n1c4nu42&n

d1nu10&n1d3nu30&n1d5nu50&n

f 1nu11&n1 f 3nu31&n1 f 5nu51&n

g3nu32&n1g5nu52&n

D ↑1(
n S a2n8 u21&n1a4n8 u41&n

b2n8 u22&n1b4n8 u42&n

c4n8 u43&n

d1n8 u11&n1d3n8 u31&n1d5n8 u51&n

f 3n8 u32&n1 f 5n8 u52&n

g3n8 u33&n1g5n8 u53&n

D ↓, ~10!
6-3
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respectively, whereu lm&n5Almj l(Kn
l r )Yl ,m(u,w) and the

expansion is terminated atl 55.
Figure 3 shows the energies of three highest hole state

Jz51/2 and 3/2 as functions ofe, where the energies ar
calculated from the top of the valence band downwards.
signal of each curve represents the main components o
wave function~9! or ~10!. For example, for the state ofJz

51/2,Sz means that the main component is theb0nu00&n with
the basic functionZ↑,Sx8 means that the main component
the a0n8 u00&n with the basic function (1/A2)(X1 iY)↓, etc.

From Fig. 3 we see that the energies ofJz51/2 states
decrease withe faster than those ofJz53/2 states. Ate51
the ground state ofJz51/2 is thePx state, and the ground
state ofJz53/2 is theSx state, which is higher than that o
Jz51/2, so there will be a dark exciton in this case ofR
52.1 nm, as shown in Ref. 9. For states ofJz51/2, ase
increases, the second state consists of more and morSz
component. Whene equals nearly 6, the second and thi
states cross over, and ate510 the third state is mainly theSz
state. Mainwhile, the ground state consists also of someSz
state added to thePx state due to the linear terms of th
momentum operator in the hole Hamiltonian@see Eqs.~1!
and~2!#, which cause the mixing of theSandP states in the
hole ground state. On the other hand, the ground state oJz
53/2 is alwaysSx state fore51 –10. It is just the increase
of the Sz component in the ground, second, and third sta
of Jz51/2 that causes the polarization along thez direction
of luminescence in quantum ellipsoids of large aspect ra

C. Polarization of optical transition

Because the effective mass of the electron is much sm
than that of the hole, the spacing of energy levels of
electron is larger than that of the hole, so we only consi
the optical transition from the electron ground stateS1 to
hole states. The wave function of the electron ground sta
written as

FIG. 3. Energies of the three highest hole states ofJz51/2 and
3/2 with respect to the top of the valence band of quantum e
soids as functions of the aspect ratioe, in units of «05(g1/2m0)
3@(\/R)2#; the states forJz53/2 are represented by dot curves.
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ce5(
n

~e0nu00&n1e2nu20&n1e4nu40&n!↑ or ↓. ~11!

The optical transition probability is proportional to

u^ceuc1/2&u255
F(

n
~e0nb0n1e2nb2n1e4nb4n!G2

,

z polarization

1

2 F(
n

~e0na0n8 1e2na2n8 1e4na4n8 !G2

,

x polarization

~12!

and

u^ceuc3/2&u25
1

2 F(
n

~e0na0n1e2na2n1e4na4n!G2

,

x polarization. ~13!

Multiply the Boltzmann distribution factor of each state, a
sum up all contributions to the transitions ofz and x polar-
izations. We then obtain the strengths of optical transition
two polarizations:I z and I x . Then the polarization factor is

P5
I z2I x

I z1I x
. ~14!

Figure 4 showsP, I z , andI x as functions ofe, assuming
that the temperatureT5300 K. From Fig. 4 we see thatP
increases rapidly ase increases from 1 to 3; whene increases
continuously,P approaches a saturation value about 0.5. T
result is in good agreement with the experimental resu5

except that the saturation value is smaller slightly than
experimental value 0.6. In the following we consider som
factors affecting the polarization.

- FIG. 4. The polarization factorsP, optical transition strengths
for two polarizationI z and I x as a function ofe for T5300 K, Dc

525 meV, andR52.1 nm.
6-4
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1. Effect of the crystal field splitting energyDc

We have usedDc525 meV ~Ref. 13! ~Table I! in the
above calculation. Fig. 5 showsP as a function ofe for Dc
540 meV,35 meV,30 meV, and 25 meV; we keep all oth
parameters unchanged. From Fig. 5 we see that the pola
tion factors forDc540 meV are smaller than those forDc
525 meV, and the saturation value is about 0.4. For lar
Dc , the Sz state, which is connected to theZ basic state of
the valence band top, becomes higher relative to the gro
state (Px) connected to theX and Y basic states. TheSz
component mixed into the ground, second, and third st
decreases, resulting in a decrease in the contribution of t
states to thez polarization. In Table II the contributions o
the ground, 2-3, and 4-6 states ofJz51/2, and the ground
state ofJz53/2 to the optical transitions ofz andx polariza-
tions are listed in the first, second, third, and fourth row
respectively. The first column is for the normal case, and
second column is for the case ofDc540 meV. Comparing
the first and second columns we see that the contribu
from ground state ofJz51/2 decreases by one-half. The co
tribution of the 4-6 states is very small so that it can
neglected.

2. Effect of temperature

Figure 6 showsP as a function ofe for T5150 K, 200 K,
250 K, and 300 K; all other parameters are the same a

FIG. 5. P as a function ofe in the case ofDc540 meV, 35 meV,
30 meV, and 25 meV; all other parameters are the same as in F
11531
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Fig. 4. From Fig. 6 we see that the polarization factors
crease compared to Fig. 4, and the saturation value foT
5150 K is about 0.6 compared to 0.5. Because of the B
zmann distribution the contribution from the ground state
Jz53/2 (Sx) to thex polarization decreases largely, as show
in the third column of Table II. Though the contribution t
thez polarization also decreases, the total effect is that thP
increases.

3. Effect of transverse radiusR

Figure 7 showsP as a function ofe for R52.1 nm, 1.9
nm, 1.7 nm, and 1.5 nm; all other parameters are kept
changed. From Fig. 7 we see that the polarization fac
increase compared to those in Fig. 4, and the saturation v
is 0.68 forR51.5 nm compared to 0.5 forR52.1 nm. Be-
cause the spacing of energy levels is;1/R2, for smallerR
the spacing is larger, and the Boltzmann factor is smaller
high excited states, especially the ground state ofJz
53/2 (Sx). The effect is similar to that of lowering the tem
perature, as shown in the fourth column in Table II.

D. Band gap

The band gap is another very important character for
optical properties of semiconductors. In our model, t
boundary is too sharp compared with the actual case s

4.
FIG. 6. P as a function ofe in the case ofT5150 K, 200 K, 250

K, and 300 K; all other parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.
53
05
00

92
TABLE II. Contributions of the first, 2-3, and 4-6 states ofJz51/2 and the ground state ofJz53/2 to the
transition strengthI z and I x for four cases illustrated in the text.

e54 I z I x

Case Normal Dc540 meV T5150 K R51.5 nm Normal Dc540 meV T5150 K R51.5 nm

1/2, first 0.1500 0.0862 0.1500 0.2010 0.0342 0.0219 0.0342 0.03
1/2, 2-3 0.2876 0.2741 0.1753 0.2815 0.0561 0.0589 0.0343 0.04
1/2, 4-6 0.0010 0.0014 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0000 0.00
3/2, first 0.0759 0.0948 0.0273 0.0234
Sum 0.4385 0.3617 0.3254 0.4826 0.1663 0.1758 0.0958 0.09
P 0.4501 0.3459 0.5451 0.6590
6-5
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we assume that the electron and hole are in an infinitely d
well; we have not considered the exciton effect at the sa
time, so we just give a draft of how the length and wid
affect the band gap. There are two parameters that deter
the width and length of the rod: the diameter and the asp
ratio. We give the draft in Fig. 8 by tuning these two para
eters. From this figure, we see that the confinement in w
has a much stronger effect than that in length on the ga14

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Hamiltonian of the wurtzite structure quantum ro
with an ellipsoidal boundary is given after a coordinate tra
formation. The energies and wave functions are obtai
with the same method we used on spherical dots. We tu
the aspect ratio of the rods, and found transition possibili
of z and x polarizations for transitions to theJz51/2 and
Jx53/2 hole states and the energies the two groups of h
states as functions ofe. Both the transition matrix elemen
and the Boltzmann distribution contribute to the emiss
properties of the quantum rods. With an overall considera

FIG. 7. P as a function ofe in the case ofR51.5 nm, 1.7 nm,
1.9 nm, and 2.1 nm; all other parameters are the same as in F
oc

P.

os
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of these factors we explained why the polarization fac
increases with increasinge and approaches a saturatio
value, which tallies quite well with the result reported b
experiment. Ase increases, more and moreSz states are
mixed into the ground, second, and third states ofJz51/2,
resulting in an increase in the emission ofz polarizationI z .
It is just the linear terms of the momentum operator in t
hole Hamiltonian that cause the mixing ofS andP states in
the hole ground state. The effects of the crystal field splitt
energy, the temperature, and the transverse radius to the
larization are also considered. We also calculated the b
gap variation with the size and shape of the quantum r
and gave a discussion of these results.
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4.
FIG. 8. Band gap of CdSe quantum rods vs length and width.
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